



world tour:
Join us for a live look at how Menlo’s Secure Enterprise Browser puts you ahead of attackers

Learn more
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Why Menlo

Why Menlo
Why Menlo Security


WARRANTY
Stop ransomware in its tracks
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WHITE PAPER
Where next in the evolution of enterprise browsers?
Read white paper
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The CISOs Guide to Enterprise Browsers
Read the white paper





Explore radically simple Internet security.
Ready to shut the door on Internet threats? We’re ready to show how we do it.
Request Demo















Products

PRODUCTS
Products Overview


Manage
Thousands of policy choices and limited session visibility has made the browser into a “black box” for security teams. Secure your most used enterprise app today.
Learn more >


Browser Posture Manager
Browsing Forensics



Protect
Protect your business against evasive malware, zero-hour phishing, and web exploits, and eliminate the browser attack surface for good.
Learn more >


HEAT Shield
Secure Cloud Browser
Email Security



Secure
Provides secure access for both private web applications and SaaS applications while simultaneously protecting the associated intellectual property and application data.
Learn more >


Secure Application Access
Cloud Security Services



Customer Success
Customers
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data sheet
Menlo Security Browser Posture Manager
Explore details
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Executive Brief
Menlo Secure Cloud Browser
Start protecting





Explore radically simple Internet security.
Ready to shut the door on Internet threats? We’re ready to show how we do it.
Request Demo






All video tutorials













Solutions

SOLUTIONS
Solutions Overview


Zero-hour Phishing
Evasive Ransomware
VDI Replacement
Zero Trust Access
Generative AI
Federal and Government Agencies


CUSTOMER SUCCESS
Customers
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Solution Brief
Modernize VDI with Secure Enterprise Browser Solution
Explore solution
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Solution Brief
Easy zero trust access
See how





Explore radically simple Internet security.
Ready to shut the door on Internet threats? We’re ready to show how we do it.
Request Demo















Resources

Resource library
All Resources
White Papers
Data Sheets
Solution Briefs
Case Studies / Customer Stories
eBooks
Reports
Videos


Blog
Blog Home

Research
Menlo Labs

Demo
Product Demo


Events & Webinars
Live Events and Webinars
On-Demand Webinars


What is ...
Browser Security
Enterprise Browser
Anti-Phishing
Ransomware Prevention
Use Cases
HEAT Attacks
Remote Browser Isolation
Zero Trust
Secure Generative AI
Cybersecurity Glossary
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Explore radically simple Internet security.
Ready to shut the door on Internet threats? We’re ready to show how we do it.
Request Demo
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Company
About Us
Management Team
Board of Directors
Investors
Customers
Partners
Technology Partners
Compliance
Contact Us


Newsroom
News
Press Releases
Blogs


Careers
Life at Menlo
Job openings
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Blog
Every browser should be a secure enterprise browser
Read blog
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Explore radically simple Internet security.
Ready to shut the door on Internet threats? We’re ready to show how we do it.
Request Demo













Get PricingGet Demo










Secure the browser.
Secure the enterprise.
Menlo Security makes every browser an enterprise browser.

The Menlo Security Enterprise Browser solution stops phishing and malware attacks on any browser and any device across your hybrid enterprise.

It’s finally safe to click.

Powered by the Menlo Secure Cloud Browser

Explore ProductsSee Demo
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Where next in the evolution of enterprise browsers?

Read white paper
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SOLUTION BRIEF

Modernize VDI with Secure Enterprise Browser

Explore solution
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Menlo helps companies everywhere work safely.
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We help you manage risk and move business forward with solutions for security challenges.

[image: ]Zero-Hour Phishing


Protect users and defend your enterprise against targeted zero-hour phishing attacks and other evasive threats.


Learn more
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[image: ]Evasive Ransomware


Prevent one of the most prevalent cyberthreats today. With our approach to ransomware prevention, evasive threats don’t stand a chance.


Learn more
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[image: ]VDI Replacement


Enable your organization, employees, and partners to access the application they need to move business forward without the cost of VDI or the security risk of traditional approaches.


Learn more
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[image: ]Zero Trust Access

Complete your zero trust access architecture and enable remote users to get work done. Continuously enforce zero trust access policy while defending against threats and protecting data.


Learn more
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[image: ]Securing Generative AI

Make the browser an element of a layered defense and enable the secure use of generative AI tools like ChatGPT, providing data protection down to the last mile.


Learn more
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[image: ]Secure Enterprise Browser Overview

Secure your digital transformation with trusted and proven cyber defenses, on any browser, with Menlo Security.


Learn more
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Zero trust access with a zero-touch approach. 
And the trust of 800+ customers. 

Zero trust access must be simple to deploy and easy to use. Menlo Security solves the biggest security challenges for leading organizations around the globe and operates at global scale.
See Gartner-verified reviews
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Highly evasive threats are growing as threat actors evolve how they deploy phishing and malware attacks. Tools like Menlo Security’s browser security solution, including their HEAT Shield, can help to combat cyber threat vectors for the world’s top financial institutions, governments and leading enterprises.

Michael Urciuoli
Chief Information Officer
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Menlo Security is the easiest way for us to analyze malicious URLs and combat HEAT (Highly Evasive Adaptive Threats) as we conduct our investigations and research. It has been a good solution for us when it comes to our incident response especially as we investigate hundreds of threats every day. With Menlo, we can easily detect malicious URLs leading to faster threat detection response. Menlo allows us to provide our analysts with a risk-free internet experience without impacting user performance.

Joy Luville Mahinay
Security Operations Manager 
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Menlo gives us full visibility inside the browser allowing me to detect and block highly evasive threats targeting my users. Before Menlo Security we didn’t know our users were being targeted with evasive web threats until it was too late. Menlo Security now provides us with visibility into the browser allowing us to completely remove the malware problem from web and email links. Menlo allows us to provide users with a risk-free internet experience without impacting user performance.

Christopher Fong
VP, Cybersecurity & Compliance
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Menlo gives us full visibility inside the browser, allowing me to detect and block highly evasive threats targeting my users.

Ang Shun Lie Terence
Service Delivery Manager
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We know we need to protect our network from emerging attacks and threats targeting the web browser. We are seeing highly evasive threats as a concerning and growing tactic amongst threat actors, and solutions like HEAT Shield can dynamically block these attacks, even if they are zero hour, keeping our endpoints safe.

Greg Pastor
Director of Information Security 
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The solution prevents all web and email security threats before they enter our network. The main difference with the on-premise proxy was that we were heavily dependent on signatures, web categorization, and filtering. We have seen a decrease in the number of security alerts that our security ops team has to follow up on. Menlo provides a periodic report, which we can check on a regular basis. The report gives me confidence that the websites that are supposed to be blocked are always blocked. It lessens the tasks of the personnel who are doing web monitoring, so they're able to do other things.

Sir Jonathan Pineda
 Chief Information Security Officer
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Menlo provides my users a risk-free internet experience with no noticeable difference 
to their browsing speed.

Jeremy Ong
 Chief Information Officer 















Dive deeper into all things security.





See more resources
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Make the secure way to work the only way to work.
To talk to a Menlo Security expert, please complete the form.
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